Work Song total: 253 ms pp.
give Rusty & Tom a cat? Or wd it clutter the storyline?
Earl Zane

owns a garage, financially limping; family had been in horse business.

Ultimately buys the Pastime; hires Francine as bartender. (Tom: I've got it made."
Ft. Peck 25th reunion: Carl Kinnick is there

Tom: "My favorite sheriff."
If it isn't
You could tell springtime had come to Gros Ventre by the slumping snowbanks and...

Thaw was in the air. So was ☀️.
possible lead:

"What gets me is..."

The Peace Corps...and those places."
oral history interviewer shows up in Medicine Lodge, wanting to record Tom Harry on 25th anniversary of completion of Fort Peck.

--this would make it 1963; cd use flood of '64

--interviewer wants to hear from Tom songs, jokes, any dam lore; Tom sics him on Proxy (taxi-dancing etc.)

--the Packard still exists, up on blocks out back of the saloon; interviewer is in awe of it, indeed of Tom and Proxy.
Bucking and 11th Man fileboxes cd be winnowed further.